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Abstract
We introduce a hierarchical test generation methodology for modular designs, employing exclusively gate-level ATPG. Based on the notion of modular transparency, the search space of the design is reduced to alleviate the complexity of gate-level test generation. Although ATPG is applied at the full circuit, faults in each module are targeted individually, while the surrounding modules are replaced by their much simpler, transparency-equivalent logic. As analyzed theoretically and as demonstrated through a set of experimental data, the proposed methodology results in significant test generation speed-up, while preserving comparable fault coverage and vector count to full-circuit gate-level ATPG.

Related Work
Several gate-level and hierarchical test generation directions have been investigated to address modern designs. Genetic test generation algorithms, driven by fault simulation are described in (1,11), while new deterministic approaches are discussed in (2). Combined techniques are introduced in (12) and parallel test generation is proposed in (10). Hierarchical test knowledge is extracted in terms of modes in (14), which are combined into test translation paths in (15). High-level architectural information is used for enhancing hierarchical test generation in (4). Finally, highly translatable local test is generated using commercial ATPG in (13), by incorporating global design constraints in the test generation process.

Introduction
Current state-of-the-art in test generation research provides several alternative methodologies towards improving fault coverage or reducing test generation time. Addressing both these constraints however, while using established tool flows to meet time-to-market constraints, has been a challenging and unanswered task. Fault coverage may be boosted through Modular Decomposition and Local Test Generation, while test generation time may be reduced through Functional Abstraction and High-Level Translation of locally generated vectors into global design tests. Nevertheless, it is still impractical to employ the complete functionality of the surrounding logic and translate test in a vector-by-vector manner. To expedite this task, a subset of this functionality, defined as transparency, is utilized and symbolic test translation is performed. Transparency, however, has to preserve adequate test translation capabilities to ensure high global fault coverage. Additionally, utilization of established tool flows requires a mechanism for bridging the high-level transparency definition to gate-level tools.

The methodology proposed in this paper employs modular decomposition for efficient local test generation and functional abstraction for transparency-based local to global test translation. The test translation method is based on a comprehensive transparency definition introduced in (5). Implementation challenges are addressed by identifying modular transparency at the RTL and creating a transparency-equivalent gate-level design view for each module. Modular test generation and concurrent local to global test translation is subsequently performed, using only gate-level ATPG. In the rest of the paper, we summarize related work, introduce the proposed methodology, analyze its effectiveness and support it through experimental results.

Proposed Methodology
The proposed scheme comprises two phases for each module, as shown in Fig. 1. In the first phase, the recursive design traversal algorithm introduced in (6) searches for RTL test translation paths for each module. The modular transparency behavior on these paths is captured in terms of RTL transparency channels (5), requiring an additional RTL tool for performing the local to global test translation. To circumvent this requirement, the second phase generates a simplified gate-level, transparency-equivalent design view for each module. Within this view, the module under test is left intact, while the surrounding modules are replaced by a gate-level implementation of the transparency channels. Gate-level ATPG is applied directly, generating vectors for the faults in the module under test and concurrently translating the vectors through the transparency logic of the surrounding modules.

FIGURE 1: PROPOSED METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW
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Gate-Level Transparency-Equivalent View

In order to create the transparency-equivalent design view, the transparency channels required for each surrounding module need to be converted into gate-level logic. The conversion scheme is depicted in Fig. 2a, where the general channel definition and the corresponding gate-level logic are shown. The underlying assumption supporting this conversion scheme is that the ATPG tool will avoid the Xs during the search. Any behavior other than the transparency channels is modeled as an X through this conversion scheme. Only when the conditions required for the transparency behavior are true, a non-X value is achieved. Therefore, the ATPG search is implicitly forced to utilize only transparency behavior by setting the conditions of the MUX to true. Sequential transparency is handled by delaying the signal appropriately.

The conversion scheme is also demonstrated on an example circuit, a simple 8-bit counter with load and reset, which comprises three transparency channels. Channel #1 captures the loading capability of the counter, channel #2 captures the clearing capability and channel #3 captures the state holding capability. In Fig. 2b, we demonstrate the conversion of the basic loading channel #1. If only the loading capability of the counter is required, then the counter is replaced by the depicted logic. During test generation, whenever the ATPG tool needs to traverse this logic it will avoid the Xs, therefore forcing the MUX select line to 1 and imposing the desired behavior of loading the counter. When more than one transparency channel is required, the MUX is controlled by a combination of the corresponding channel conditions, as shown in Fig. 2c. In this case, both the loading and the clearing capability of the counter are included in the transparency equivalent design through channels #1 & #2, and it is left to the ATPG tool to decide which one to use each time the substituted logic is traversed. Finally, sequential transparency functions that hold state, such as channel #3, are also supported in the conversion scheme, as shown in Fig. 2d. In this case, all three channels have been included. Based on this methodology, a gate-level transparency-equivalent design is created for each module, wherein the module under test is left intact, while the surrounding modules are converted into their transparency-equivalent views.

Analysis

In this section we discuss the impact of transparency-based test translation on fault coverage and test generation time. Regarding fault coverage, for each fault targeted in a module, full-circuit ATPG searches through the complete functionality of the surrounding modules. Appropriate vector justification and response propagation behavior is found, unless the upper time limit is reached first. In complex designs this happens frequently, resulting in many aborted faults. In the proposed methodology, the search space for each surrounding module is reduced. Inevitably, as the search is performed on a reduced space, some behavior required for test translation may not be present. On the positive side, however, previously aborted faults due to time constraints may become testable because of the reduced search space. In large and complex designs, full circuit ATPG results in many aborted faults that the proposed methodology has an improved chance of covering. Additionally, it has been demonstrated in (7) that transparency channels capture most of the test translation behavior required. Therefore, minimal fault coverage hit, if any at all, can be expected.

In order to analyze the impact of transparency on test generation time, we first make the following observations:

- The time that a test generation tool spends on aborting a fault is longer than the time it spends on proving a fault redundant or testable.
- The time that full circuit ATPG spends on aborting a fault in the original design is equal to the time spent by transparency-based ATPG on aborting a fault in the channel design. This happens because the upper time limit per fault is independent of the design.
- The time that full circuit ATPG spends on proving a fault redundant is on average longer than the time spent by transparency-based ATPG, due to the larger search space.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1: POSSIBLE TEST GENERATION RESULTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Circuit ATPG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports Fault As:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aborted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aborted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Similarly, the time that full circuit ATPG spends on proving a fault testable is on average longer than the time spent by transparency-based ATPG.

The above observations are used to compare the time spent on a fault by full circuit and transparency-based test generation. Table I summarizes all the possible combinations of test generation outcomes of the two alternatives. Applying these observations on each row of Table I establishes that for the complete set of faults, transparency-based ATPG will be significantly faster than full circuit ATPG.

Experimental Results

The proposed methodology is evaluated by means of two distinct experiments. The first experiment examines the adequacy of the transparency-equivalent design views for test translation, while the second compares the proposed test generation scheme to full circuit ATPG. The experiments are performed on two RTL designs, a 3-module control circuit (MTC100) originally described in (14) and an 8-bit sign-magnitude binary multiplier comprising eight modules and a controller, as described in (3). In this section we explain the setup for each experiment and we discuss the results.

Exhaustive vs. Transparency-Based Translation: The setup for the first experiment is depicted in Fig. 3. For each design module \( k \), we perform two ATPG runs using HITEC (8). The first run is performed on the original design, while the second run is performed on the transparency-equivalent design view for module \( k \). The vectors obtained from each run are fault simulated on the original design using PROOFS (9). Both during ATPG and fault simulation, only faults in module \( k \) are targeted. Test translation efficiency is evaluated based on fault coverage, test generation time and vector count comparison of the two ATPG runs. Tables II and III show the results for the two example circuits respectively. Results are reported for each module and accumulated for all modules in the bottom column of each table. As explained in the previous section, testable faults in the original design may be reported as redundant in the transparency-equivalent view. On the positive side, previously aborted faults may become testable, due to reduced search space. The results show a significant test generation time speedup in the proposed scheme, while coverage remains comparable, demonstrating the adequacy of the transparency-equivalent view for test translation.

Full Circuit vs. Transparency-Based ATPG: The setup for the second experiment is shown in Fig. 4. For the purpose of full circuit ATPG, HITEC (8) provides fault coverage, test generation time and vector count. For the purpose of transparency-based ATPG, HITEC (8) is applied on the transparency-equivalent design view of the first module, targeting only faults in this module. The obtained vectors are fault simulated on the original design for all design faults. The process is repeated for each module, this time targeting only faults that have not been covered by vectors obtained for previous modules. Fault coverage, test generation time, and vector count are then obtained for each module and accumulated for the complete design. The results for the two example circuits are shown in Tables IV and V, respectively, demonstrating a significant test generation time reduction in the proposed scheme, as compared to full circuit ATPG. Interestingly, the speed-up increases with the size of the circuit, since full circuit ATPG has an increasingly larger search space to deal with than the proposed methodology. Fault coverage not only is comparable but furthermore improves in the case of the binary multiplier. This is due to aborted faults in the full chip ATPG run for which the proposed method is able to generate tests. Vector count increases slightly in the first design but decreases in the second, while still providing improved fault coverage, thus demonstrating the superiority of the proposed method over full-circuit ATPG.
We propose a methodology that reduces the complexity of hierarchical test generation, while employing only gate-level tools. The concept of modular transparency is utilized for identifying test translation behavior and a gate-level transparency-equivalent design view is generated for each module in the design. Subsequently, gate-level ATPG tools are applied on the simplified transparency-equivalent design views, generating and concurrently translating test for each module. As discussed theoretically and as confirmed by the experimental results, the transparency equivalent design views reduce substantially the test generation search space, while preserving adequately the required test translation behavior. As a result, an efficient gate-level hierarchical test generation methodology is devised that significantly reduces test generation time while preserving fault coverage and vector count comparable to full circuit gate-level ATPG.
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